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The New APP is Here!
Showing Up AS Powerful Peace
www.facebook.com/showingupaspeace

by Leah LaChapelle
We have a new presence on Earth. AS Powerful
Peace is a new “energy APP” if you will, and is being
revealed in all Humans who choose it. Throughout
the ages, passionate and bold activists have done all
that they could, in a world based in separation and
fear, to liberate Humanity from an illusory reality
and to usher in peace, with scant results, in regard
to the largest agencies of global control. For those
of us who are former activists, and who are
committed to oneness and wholeness, we have
begun transforming ourselves from “Activists” into
powerful “Activators”.
In the past, activists were definitely informed on the issues, but were
mostly discontented, angry and judgemental, while they were marching
FOR Peace (or their favorite cause). NOW, in this post-2012 world,
“Activists” are shifting into the energy of “Activators”: Assembling,
marching, and literally showing up everywhere, not FOR Peace, but AS
Peace, in community with one another. This vibrational upgrade is
occurring quite naturally, with an astonishing realization: Traditional
activism will not, and cannot, bring about the overall transformation and
liberation for our planet that we are longing for. Why?? While activists’
efforting may appear to bring certain victories and changes here and
there, it is only ever toward freedom, never to arrive at true freedom,
because of the inherent vibration of the self perpetuating schism of Us
vs Them. Law of Attraction must draw that which is like, unto itself.

From this new vantage point of energy frequency, we are no longer
content to remain in vibrational discontent, and therefore remain in the
old story line that has had us futilely making demands on a structure that
is incapable of ever allowing real peace and freedom. We are just now
receiving and accepting this timely invitation to show up AS Peace, in a
New Paradigm. It is an invitation from ourselves, to ourselves, to
vibrationally expand beyond the existing dualistic structure and to
graciously step outside of the never ending divisive issues!
By showing up proactively AS peace, we are
ostensibly time travelers, here from the future,
beyond the archaic model of controlled and
perpetuated right/wrong arguments. We are here to
validate what IS, and to heal and redirect our "past",
that equates to this present early 21st century
transitional season. When we show up AS Peace, we
are an “A-political Social Activation Presence”
(A.S.A.P.) and we’re arriving just in time!
“Activists” - commendably, for the highest of ideals - resist, complain,
protest, petition, and make demands FOR their cause.
“Activators” initiate empowering and noticeable pockets of peace, by
showing up vibrationally, with others, AS the peace and wholeness that
our world is so hungry for.
“Activators” are well aware and ARE NOT ignorant of the issues, but hold
a self-determining, self-empowering, self-loving space, beyond the
divisiveness of the issues. This visible, active ingredient of cohesively
demonstrated peace and spiritual intelligence, is what Humanity (and all
of Nature) is waiting to see and experience.

Our wait is over.

We’ve all seen the picket signs that well intentioned “Activists” carry to
rallies, marches, etc. I’ve carried my share! Their words are primarily
for those others out there to recognize the carrier’s positionality on a
particular issue. An “Activator” might carry a sign at an event, but not as
one exhorting others imperatively to “BE the Change”. They would hold
their sign high as a reminder to themselves that THEY ARE the
vibrational Change activation! Up until now, the much extoled and
respected message has been “Be the Change”. The new APP (AS
Powerful Peace) gives us access to manifest Gandhi’s message now,
annoucing that the sign carrier is there in that moment, being the
Change. The energy signature is in the active declarative sense e.g.
“BE-ing the Change. BE-ing Love. BE-ing Peace.” Etc.
What can You, one person do? Get the New Paradigm APP. You’ll find it
available deep inside You. "AS" is fast becoming the most powerful word
of the day, because it involves willingness and choice in how you show
up, vibrationally. Be an “ASer” - and then, just show up vibrationally,
with others, AS Powerful Peace, and watch true Peace catch on all over
our world.
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